
 

William Goldingʼs novel Lord of the Flies on theater boards! 

FLIE ISLAND BLACK GLASSES BOAR BOY HEAD BOYS 

 

Bratislava, April 10: „The world is a dangerous place, not because of those who do 
evil, but because of those who look on and do nothing.“ A statement that was said 
by Albert Einstein only a few years before Golding actively worked. But whow does 
it relate to the play we want to invite you to?  

You have to figure it out yourself.  

 

     The work tells an allegorical story about a group of boys who try to function on 

desert island by the rules of democracy. Their coexistency will result in a power 
struggle with catastrophic consequences. The novel deals with controversial topics 
such as individual benefit versus general welfare, fanaticism and inborn inclination 
of human nature to evil.  

 

     We invite you to the premiere of this unique work, which does not appear 
often on theater boards. The premiere is scheduled on April 17, 2019 at 7pm in 
Studio 1 on Zochova 1.  

 



 

     The play is prepared for you by: director Peter Palík ‒ pedagogue on Academy 
of performing arts and profesional director, a group of scenographers composed of 
‒ Radka Baňacká, Viktória Csányiová and Dominik M. Javor. The play is produced 

by Petra Frankovská. Performed by puppet actors of the first masters year 
composed of - Jana Bartošová, Alžbeta Kamenská, Mariana Bódyová, Barbora 
Šoganová, Veronika Karolína Peštová, Veronika Horňáková, Tatiana Galambošová, 
Tara Ružbašánová, Šimon Peter Králik, Simonetta Hladká and Veronika 
Trungelová. 

 

     Contact information: Petra Frankovská 

                                          0903 796 949 

                                          p.frankovska@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

     Theater Lab is a profesional theater of Theater Faculty of Academy of 
Performing Arts, whose aim is to present theater inscenations by students of 
Theater Faculty from various years. This theatrical season is the 9th in a row in 

which Theater Lab presents the productions of its students and where it realizes 
other projects in addition to the productions. 

 

 

 



 

 


